
10 Ways to Nourish YourCreative Soul
1) Wake up 20 minutes before your family to enjoy the peace of the morning and hot 
coffee all while being alone.

2) Go through my clothes closet. Choose only the clothes I’ve worn in the last 6 months 
more than twice. Let the others find a new home! (I’ve done this for my husband and 
kids as well! Can we say HAPPY LAUNDRY?!)

3) Simplify kids toy and extracurriculars. Choose a few that they love. Spend the rest of 3) Simplify kids toy and extracurriculars. Choose a few that they love. Spend the rest of 
the time doing things together like walks, reading, trips to the supermarket, and to the 
park.

4) Go clean and green when I am able! If I can use products that support my physical 
body and mind, I find that I am much more energetic and equipped to move and be 
with my family. It also means the kids usually help me with cleaning!

5)Find an outside hobby that fills me up! I love to create and doodle; it brings a quick 5)Find an outside hobby that fills me up! I love to create and doodle; it brings a quick 
outlet and costs almost nothing! A little joy for mom goes a long way.

6) Eat one piece of fruit a day, and take one scoop of a healthy greens powder daily. 
Moms need to supplement our mac and cheese and chicken nugget palatte. This helps!

7)Give myself extra grace. When I mess up, say “I’m sorry.” Nothing is more heavy than 
mom guilt. Let it go, and try to take deeper breaths next time! We all make mistakes.

8) Take a walk. If you’re a working mom, see if you can get outside for a few minutes 8) Take a walk. If you’re a working mom, see if you can get outside for a few minutes 
on your lunch break. Touch a tree, look at the sky, take a few deep breaths!

9) Love another mom friend. If you grab a coffee on the go, think of another mom who 
might need one. A simple “I understand you; I’m with you” can change the atmosphere. 
It takes a village, we’re in this together!

10) Most of all, slow down and enjoy. Every moment, of every day.
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